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Making the Technology Invisible

We’ve all been there. You (or someone  else) 
are out of the office and need access to a file on the network or 
on your PC. How do you get to the PC or server that currently 
stores your file? There are a number of ways to accomplish this 
task. You can use a Web service to remotely control your PC, use 
remote terminal services or create a virtual private network (VPN) 
connection to your network. All these are viable solutions, but are 
they secure and easy to use?

Remote Control Service
Small law firms with fewer than 10 employees and no server 
may typically use a remote control service, such as Logmein or 
GoToMyPC. These Web services provided by third-party vendors 
offer a quick and convenient way for attorneys and employees 
to access their office computers remotely. These services usually 
offer two types of connections: a free and a paid version. The free 
service provides the ability to connect to one desktop where you 
can run programs, edit documents, etc., while the paid version 
provides access to more than one PC and adds other functionality 
like hearing sounds from the remote PC, printing to a remote 
printer or transferring documents. Some services even have 
iPhone and iPad apps. 

To use this service you first create an account on the service’s 
website, setting up a user name, password and credit card 
information (if you choose to purchase the paid version). This is 
usually performed from the computer you want to access remotely, 

also called the “host.” You are then instructed to download and 
install the client piece that the website uses to create the remote 
connection. Once that is installed, the connection needs to be 
tested from another PC. It can be tested from inside the office, on 
the same network or outside the office. 

To connect remotely, the user logs on to the service’s 
website, and is presented with a link to connect to the desktop. 
Once the link is clicked, the user is asked to enter a code or 
password specific to that computer. Enter it correctly and an 
interactive screen of the desktop is presented. Run programs, 
open and edit files and even reboot the computer as if you are in 
front of it. Personal settings are present because you are actually 
looking at your desktop. Nothing is missing; it’s simple and 
convenient. 

A few caveats about this solution:

•	 The remote PC must be powered on. 

•	 You can’t hear sounds or print to a local printer (unless you 
have the paid version). 

•	 The speed can seem slow because of screen refresh. 

•	 This solution is considered secure, but it is only as secure as 
your passwords, so make sure you use strong passwords that 
are changed regularly. 
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•	 Once you get over 10 PCs, this can be time consuming to 
administer. However, it certainly provides the small office 
environment (fewer than 10 users) robust remote access, 
especially for those without a file server. 

Terminal Services
Microsoft Terminal Services (recently renamed Remote Desktop 
Services) is a client/server solution that allows a user to access 
and run applications on a remote computer over a network using 
client software called Remote Desktop Connection (RDC). RDC 
comes installed on Windows XP and all versions since, and there 
is a free downloadable Mac version. The server piece comes with 
Windows operating systems but must be configured before it 
can be used. There is also a Mac client, although it only allows 
you to access Windows desktops. Terminal Services offers the 
same connectivity as paid Web-based services but with more 
features. For example, with Terminal Services you can run the 
client in full-screen mode, redirect sound from the remote PC and 
redirect printing to a printer configured on the PC you’re using. 
Your clipboard can allow you to copy and paste text, pictures and 
even files from the remote PC to and from your local PC. You can 
change the screen resolution and even allow other plug-and-play 
devices to pass through to the remote computer, such as a USB 
dictation microphone.

For the past decade, Terminal Services has been the most 
common solution for law firms with fewer than 100 employees. It 
has also been used by medium- and large-sized firms for years. It 
can be used to connect to a single PC by one user or to a server 
by multiple users. It must be enabled on the PC and users must 
be given permission to access it remotely. To allow more than two 
users to connect to a server, Client Access Licenses (CALs) must 
be purchased and installed, and the services must be installed and 

configured. If you have a network firewall, access to the remote 
computer will also need to be configured.

This method of remote access requires some IT time for setup 
and configuration. But once completed, it gives the user a richer, 
speedier experience than that of the Remote Control Services and 
at no cost beyond configuration time, with the exception of the 
purchase cost of the CALs, if you choose to access a server instead 
of a desktop.

Once the client and service are configured, a shortcut can 
be created and shared with the host name or IP address. Once 
connected, the user is presented with a Windows login screen that 
should be familiar to enter their standard username and password. 
Once authenticated, they’ll be presented with their desktop. The 
interface window can be resized to be smaller or take over the 
whole screen. 

The main flaw with this solution is that if you enable access 
directly from the Internet, it leaves the network open to external 
threats. It doesn’t take a very sophisticated attack to crack basic 
passwords. Once a hacker identifies an open port, they can easily 
run a “dictionary” attack, which methodically tries the most 
commonly used passwords first and then starts trying common 
English words and all their spelling permutations (for example, five 
of the 10 most commonly used passwords have “12345” in them). 
But there are ways to secure the connection by limiting access 
through a hardware firewall. 

The drawback to this method is that you usually have to 
know the IP address you are connecting from and most of those 
change daily. You can also require stronger passwords of at least 8 
characters (including upper- and lowercase letters, numbers and 
symbols) that change every 90 days. 

If you like Terminal Services/RDP but are concerned about the 
security risks, a virtual private network (VPN) might be the solution 
for you.

Pros Cons

Remote Control
•	 Low monthly cost
•	 Easy to install and maintain
•	 No IT resources needed

•	 Hard to administer for all but the smallest firms
•	 Must rely on office desktop being on and operational
•	 Can be a slow user experience

Remote Desktop
•	 Licenses included with server
•	 Easy to administer
•	 Already comes with Windows OS

•	 Need knowledgeable IT resource(s)
•	 Security risk if not configured properly

SSL VPN

•	 Most secure option
•	 Good end-user experience
•	 Reliable
•	 No client-side installation

•	 Can be expensive to deploy
•	 Need knowledgeable IT resource(s)



Secure Virtual Private Networks
Virtual private networking uses public networks (the Internet) to 
provide remote users access to the firm’s network as if their device 
was directly connected. The current trend for remote access is to 
have a secure VPN appliance in place, sometimes called a Secure 
Socket Layer (SSL) VPN, to authenticate remote users. Some SSL 
VPNs are separate appliances that are dedicated to the task, while 
others — designed for smaller networks — are integrated with the 
firm’s firewall. Either way, they act in a similar manner and appear 
the same to remote users. 

You may be familiar with SSL from shopping websites like 
Amazon and Target. When making a purchase, your browser will 
put a padlock icon on the page to indicate the site is using SSL to 
encrypt and secure your session. SSL VPN is very similar in that it 
uses Web pages as the login portal. This adds flexibility and ease of 
use because you can access the firm’s network from any PC or Mac 
that has a Web browser and Internet access. No more toting around 
a laptop with the VPN client installed!

To use SSL VPN, the user connects to a portal page that can 
be customized with your firm’s logo and logon fields to enter their 
username, password and domain (if you have integrated it with 
your Windows domain). Once authenticated, depending on the 
appliance vendor, the user will see a list of accessible resources, 
including Outlook, Terminal Services sessions and file shares. Users 
can also be connected so the remote PC acts like it is physically 
connected to the office network. This allows a mobile user to 
run applications directly from their remote laptop. This type of 
direct connection may be slow or fast depending on the Internet 
connection at your office and from your remote connection. This is 
a very simple and powerful method for remote access to data, and 
it is considered a best practice for small law firms. SSL VPNs are 
very reasonably priced and, if configured properly, are very easy for 
end users to navigate.

So Which One Should I Use?
Determining which method works best for your small firm will 
make it easier for your attorneys and staff to securely access the 
data they need, when they need it. Everyone will benefit from this 
added functionality and flexibility.
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This article was first published in ILTA’s March 2012 
white paper titled “Communications Technologies: 
Making the Technology Invisible” and is reprinted 
here with permission. For more information about 
ILTA, visit their website at www.iltanet.org.
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